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There’s a paradox in Wang Yangming’s theory. It stemed from the conscience 
of distinguishing the good and the evil. Under ontology it fell in nothingness in 
moral judgement, and under it fell in nothingness in moral culture. This made the 
proposition Meng, Cheng and Zhu had reasoned that human is born good again a 
problem. It made some Confucianist reconsider the question that whether human 
is born good or evil. Gu Xiancheng was one of these scholars. 
First, Gu Xiancheng made efforts to find the certainty of good human nature. 
He brought moral rules into human nature, and endowed human good nature 
innate certainty. Gu Xiancheng asserted, from the linguistic point of view, that 
“no good, no evil” theory had problems in the concept expression of “good” and 
“evil”. Besides, Gu Xiancheng, through re-annotating “good” and “conscience”, 
find theoretical supportted for Confucian belief that human is good in nature. 
Thus the certainty of good human nature was established. 
Next, unlike Wang Yangming’s later theory, Gu Xiancheng especially 
emphasized painstaking. He emphasized noumenon should be sought thought 
painstaking efforts, endowing “painstaking theory” with ontological meaning. He 
combined, and emphasized that noumenon should be proved though immediate 
pure-hearted painstaking. 
Again, moral philosophy and political philosophy are two aspects of 
Confucianism. In Gu Xiancheng’s political philosophy the notion of “good” 
extends into the social field. Gu Xiancheng’s annotation to The Great Learning 















comprehension and social claims. This political claim is actually the Confucian 
moral philosophy’s extension in political domain. 
Looking back at ourselves, our spiritual world is also in danger of value 
nothingness. Nihilism just peeped its clue in Gu Xiancheng’s time, if we can say 
that, and human spirit can be cured through regressing to “fatality” in The 
Doctrine of the Man to then at present the belief in fatality has been discarded. 
Our spirit falls in embarrassment, nowhere to shelter.  
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